
THD E. AND tr'-DYNAMOS

We use a numerical model for the Þ and F-

region dynamos, which enables us to compute the po-

larization electric fields in the E and F regiona. In the

Þregion, the (1,-2) tide drives the poeiüive iona per-

pendicularly to the geomagnetic field, caueing a pG

larization electric field to build up. In the F-region,

zonal wind causes a simila¡ efiect. During the day
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however, this dynamo ie less efficient due to the in-

creaae in Þregion electron density and consequent

increase in the conductivity. In this case, currenta

flowing along the geomagnetic field linee into and out

of the Bregion short out the circuit, not alloving po
larizatim fields due to the F-dynamo to build up. The

two dynamoe are interconnected, since the Bregion

electric field maps into the F-region and caus€s the

plasma to undergo E x B drift. This drift changes
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A dynamo model, where the E- and the F-region dynamos inter-
act through the flow of currents along the geomagnetic field lines,
is used to generate the seed electric field for the equatorial electro-
jet. The model calculations show that the seed zonal electric field is
well-correlated with the F-region vertical pla.sma drifts at all local
times. Effects of both the E- and F-region dynamos are present in
the seeding field, showing that the electrojet can be thought of as
a consequence of a large scale process, although it is localized in a
narrorry belt along the magnetic equator.

DfNAMos roNosFÉRrcos DAs REcróEs E e F E sEUs EFErros
NO ELETR,OJ.ÀTO EQUATORIAL Usø-se um mod,elo ìle ilínømo
ionoslérico onde as parceløs iløs regiões E e F interøgem atrøoés
ilo fl,uxo d,e corrntes elétricøs øo longo ilo carnpo geomøgnético pøw

gerar o cøn'tpo elétrico bdsico ilo Eletrojøto EquatoriøL. Os rcsulta-
ilos d,o mod,elo rnostm¡n que o co,npo elétrico zonal estó bern corrcIa-
ci,onødo coÍn os velocid,øiles ile ileríaø aerticois ilo plosma da rcgião
F, em quolquer hordrio. Os efeitos il,o d,ínømo d,as rcgi,ões E e F
estã,o prcsentes no carnpo elétrico bdsíco, o que mostn, que o Eletro-
jato poile ser considerød,o corno urn& conseqüência ile um pnocesso
ile lo,rga escala, embo¡z estejø limitøilo a u,rna føixø est¡vita ao longo
d,o equailor rnagnético.
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the dynamo effecte of the zonal wind and the wind it-

self, because it changes the relative velocities between

neutrals and ions (both considered to be atomic oxy-

gen). There is a feedback into the Þregion, where the

currents flowing between the Þ and F-regione affect

the calculation of the electrostatic potenüial (Farley

et al., 1986).

The geomagnetic field is assumed to be dipe'

lar with the dipole's axis coincident with the earth's

anis of rotation. Furthermore, symmetry between the

two hemispheres is aseumed, so that no current flows

across the equatorial plane. The consequence ofthese

two assumptions in the calculation results is that the

electrostatic equipotential lines are perpendicular to

the equatorial plane for latitudes up to 15 degrees.

This is an extension of the model by Heelis et al',

(19?4). We moved further toward self-consistency by

solving the continuity equation for the F-region elec-

tron density simultaneously with both the F-region

zonal wind and plasma drifts (Bonelli and Farley,

1990). To attain this self-consistency, we solve the

equation for the zonal thermospheric wind (equation

1 of Heelis et al.) in an explicit form, where the

solution is updated for all heights at each point in

the latitude-longitude mesh, using a method given

by Potter (1980). For each of thee€ points in the

horizontal mesh, the continuity equation for the elec-

tron number density is also explicitly updated for all

heights, with the new electron number density en-

tering immediately in the wind equation as the ion

number density (since the plasma is assumed to be

neutral). The continuity equation is given by

ÔN

l=c-(N)-ddu(/{v¡), (1)

where N is the electron number density, g ie the pro'

duction rate and l(N) is the loss term, given by

(N) = aN2 + þN, (2)

with q, c, and B chosen from a table in Rishbeth and

Garriot (1969), for eolar maximum conditions at 300

km and calculated for other heights using adequate

scale heights. For q u¡e us€ a Chapman productio4

function modulated by a cos(X) factor to give the

daily variation, where ¡ is the solar zenith angle. The

last term in the equation is the divergence of the flux

of electrons, where V¡ is the plasma drift velocity.

The solution of the continuity equation with dif-

ferent boundary conditions and loss coefficients is im-

portant for the pattern of the drifts and currents.

Iü is important to notice, however, thaü thie self-

consistency is not necessary for the connection be-

tween the low latitude dynamo and the equatorial

electroject. It will only make the drift results more

realistic. The connection between the equatorial elec-

trojet and ühe low latitude dynamo is already present

in the model of Heelis et al. (1974), but it was not

dealt with by those authors.

THE SEED DLECTRJC TIELD AND THE

ELECTROJDT

A minor result from the whole dynamo calcu-

lation is the equatorial zonal electric field in the Þ
region, E¡. Due to the small thickness of the Þlayer,

as compared to its horizontal dimensions, the Hall

currents due to E6 cause a vertical electric field to

build up. In the equilibrium situation, this field has

magnitude (o¡¡ /op)Es,where ør and øp are the Hall

and Pedersen conductivities (e.g., Kelley, 1989). This

vertical electric field causes the elecürons to drift with

velocity -(ø ¡¡ / o p)D¡ f B , wherc B is the intensity of

the geomagnetic field. Since the motion of the ions

is collision-dominated in the Þregion, the electron

drift corresponds to an electric current, which is the

equatorial electrojet.

COMPARJSON BET\MEEN CALCULATED

ELECTR,OJET AND \/ErùTICAL T'-REGION

PLASMA DruFTS

As discussed for the Þ and F-dynamos, the elec-

i
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EQUATORIAL PLANE

MAGNETIC FIELD
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Figure 1. A sketch of the mapping of the Þregion electrootatic field into the F-region equatorial plane, exem-
plifying the correlation between the zonal field in the two regions.

Am esboço do mapeømento do carnpo elet¡vstótico da região E no pldno eqralorial da rcgião F, emmplificando d
convlação dos cdmpos zonais nds daas rcgiõcs.

F- REGION

E- REG ION
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Figure 2. Vertical F-region plasma drift (solid line, scale on the left side axis) and Þregion wegtward electron
drift (dashed line, scale on the right side axis).

Deriaø oer"tical do plasma na regiõo F (linha cheia, escøIa do cito esquenlo) e derioa dos elehvns dø rcgião
E equatorial pørd Oesle (linha trcceiaila, escøIø do eiso direito).

E - REGION

F - REGION

\
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trostatic equipotential linee are perpendicula¡ to the

geomagnetic equator. For this Ìeasctn, there is a corto-

lation between the zonal electric field in the F-region,

which maps frorn the Þregion, along the lines of geo-

magnetic field, and the zonal equatorial electric field,

which ig the seed field for the electrojet (Fig.l). This

correlation is exemplified in Fig. 2, where we ehow

the vertical F-region plasma drift at 500 l¡m of alti-

tude (solid line, scale on the left axie) and Þregion

weetward electron drift (dashed curve, scale on the

right axis), both as functione of local time.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical results for the vertical F-

region drifts do not agree perfectly with Jicamarca's

backscatter data, probably due to the uee ofonly one

tidal mode for the Þregion winds (Bonelli, 1985).

The important result here is the correlation between

the Þregion electron zonal drift and F-region vertical

plasma drift.

The correlation between the vertical F-region

drifts and electrojet drifts is due to both the map-

ping of Þregion fields to the F-region and due to the

assumed symmetry between the hemispheres.

Heelis et al. (1974) and Farley et al. (1986)

showed that the pre-reversal enhancement of the

zonal electric field is an F-dynamo effect. This effect

gets reflecüed in the elecürojet drifts, ae can be seen

in Fig. l, around 19 hours. Thie corlelation is also

extremely high in experiments, as ehown by Balsley

(1973) for Jicamarca data.

The idea that the electrojet is due moßüly to non-

local global dynamo has already been discussed by

other authors with reapect to the Bregion dynamo

(e.9., Forbes, 1981).
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The local effecte of electrojet plasma turbulence

on the Þ and F-region drifts correlation remain to be

inveatigated since during turbulence the concept of an

equilibrium vertical electric field in the Þregion, as

discussed previously would be meaningless.
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